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All is well. It's just a wierd bug! (: A: Firstly, there's nothing a web
developer can do about that, as this is part of the HTTP protocol.
Secondly, that log looks like it has a character sequence ending in
Â°; PHP will display Â° when it encounters the special character
Unicode code point 195, but this is not valid HTML entity, and so will
not be interpreted by a web browser. Hello to all my family,The
family is together togher. Geisha spending time with her brother and
cousins. But when she talk about how she hates firefly during the
episode. And how was at music recording studio with her grandma.
So I just finished watching the episode and it is so sad what
happened to the guys fighting for the fandom.. I was thinking what if
geisha was in the background.. but geisha didn't have a choice in the
end.. it is like a murder-suicide.. the geeky guy kills the popular girl
to be happy ^^ but guess he is not happy and then think about how
it is like a murder-suicide...Q: Why does a tree's root be trimmed? I
was reading "A Primer on Graphs" and it says: A rooted tree is a
connected graph in which one vertex has been chosen as a "root."
The root of the tree is the only vertex that has exactly one incoming
edge. All other vertices have at least two incoming edges, so the
root is the only vertex in the tree with a single incoming edge. What
is the point of stating that a vertex with exactly one incoming edge
is the root? A: A tree is a connected graph that has no cycles. Since
a cycle has only one vertex that has no outgoing edges (at least two
have a single edge coming in), a tree clearly has no cycles, so we
can remove the root. When we remove the root, we end up with a
forest. It's not too hard to see that a forest cannot have cycles, but it
requires a bit more than just "flipping the
clockwise/counterclockwise label on each edge around a face and
noticing what happens". I might dig up a picture on wikipedia. So we
end up with a tree with no cycle. Moreover, we're left with exactly
one vertex that has no outgoing
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A: You can give following solution. You have lot of blank lines. sed
-e's/.//' -e's/[/ |{][]\s*|[}]\s*//g' -e's/ [\s\S]*$//g' file Here we can find
only the lines which are not starting with any characters and blank

characters. With following blocks [] we can remove even the
character. s/[/ |{][]\s*|[}]\s*//g Next we do the same for the block [ ].
We need to remove all [, the spaces and ] combination. s/[\s\S]*$//g
Now we want to remove the lines that have the same pattern in the
previous block. These lines are not starting with any character and
blank characters. So it will be an empty line. So it's match for the

above statement. sed -e's/.*/&/' file Q: Why can't I append an
element to a list in JavaScript Can someone help me? I can't append
elements to my list. I'm trying to recreate an Excel feature, whereby
the user can drag and drop elements onto the page. I have the drag
event working perfectly but having issues with the drop event. Here

is my drag code. function DragEndHandler(event) { alert('Drag
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Ended'); for (var i = 0; i ";
document.getElementById("FileList").innerHTML += "Label for File: "

+ event.dataTransfer.files[i].name + "";
document.getElementById("FileList").innerHTML += "";
document.getElementById("FileList").innerHTML += "";

document.getElementById("FileList
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